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Get everything you need to review for the NCLEX-PN® exam from one trusted source! With over 4,500 high-quality review questions, this unique, bestselling review and preparation guide offers the perfect combination of core content review, comprehensive rationales, and detailed test-taking strategies from the NCLEX expert herself: Linda Silvestri. Updated to reflect the latest NCLEX-PN test plan, this new edition and companion Evolve website help you hone your understanding of all the important NCLEX-PN content areas. Full-color design makes for a more visually engaging learning experience. 12 pharmacology chapters address the emphasis on pharmacology questions on the NCLEX-PN exam. Priority Nursing Actions boxes outline and explain clinical emergent situations requiring immediate action, including detailed rationales and textbook references to help you strengthen prioritizing skills in clinical and testing situations. Pyramid Alert boxes reinforce learning of essential content frequently tested on the NCLEX-PN exam. Reference to a Mosby or Saunders textbook gives you resources for further study and self-remediation. Question codes categorize each question by cognitive level, client needs area, integrated process, clinical content area, and priority concepts to allow you multiple study and exam selections on the companion Evolve site. Inclusion of all alternate item formats (multiple response, ordered response, fill-in-the-blank, figure, chart/exhibit, audio, and video questions) offers practice with mastering prioritizing, decision-making, and critical thinking skills, and help prepare you for this additional component of the new test plan for NCLEX-PN. Pyramid to Success sections supply an overview of the chapter, guidance and direction regarding the focus of review in the content area, and its relative importance to the most recent NCLEX-PN text plan. Pyramid Points identify content that typically appears on the NCLEX-PN exam. Pyramid Terms give you a quick review of each content area. Introductory chapters on preparation guidance for the NCLEX-PN, nonacademic preparation, test-taking strategies, the CAT format, and the NCLEX-PN are presented from a new graduate’s perspective. Companion Evolve site allows for automatic software updates to allow you to check for changes and updates to content or functionality throughout the life of the edition.
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I found the book to be a great help to me and my study group. I even used the book to prepare for my final exam and found it to be an essential tool which helped me a great deal. I can honestly say that this is one of the best books I have seen out there in regards to NCLEX books. The disk that comes with the book is also great, with 3000 questions that help you prepare for the boards. I highly recommend this book to all LPN students its worth getting you have nothing to lose with a money back guarantee.

I purchased this book to study for my NCLEX-PN. This was the only study material I used. However, I didn’t read the book. I just used the practice questions via online that came with book code. I did almost 2,000 questions and read each rational. Took boards on Thursday 08/20/15 then on Friday 08/21/15 my LPN license appeared on the Secretary of State website around noon. My NCLEX-PN had cut of at the minimum 85 questions.

Believe me when I tell you that this is “the” guide to study for NCLEX. You will pass your boards if you make dedicated reading time from this book and practice with the test disc. It will also help you if you combine it early on with your nursing studies. No other study guide compares to this one, it is worth your money!
Do not bother with the kindle edition, they will tell you that it does not come with a code even though it states it does that allows access to online pretests, audio, video and charts.

As the headline states, nursing school in one book ! I did not attend a review course. This book was literally my main tool for preparing for the NCLEX-PN (along with ATI) and I passed the exam ☺☺☺ ... This book breaks down content very well and gives practice NCLEX questions after each section. It worked for me, but please do your research and find what works for YOU.

Good luck!

I have purchased two other review books for the NCLEX and I can say, without a doubt, this is the BEST! This book covers everything you need to know. There are practice tests with answers after each chapter so you can review what you have studied and determine if you feel confident enough to go on, or if you need some additional time on the subject. The CD is very beneficial as well. You can take quizzes, study tests and even a 100 question exam. The exams are timed, so you learn to pace yourself for the "real thing". I cannot say enough how impressed I am with this study guide. If you are still a nursing student, this book can be a real asset when studying for exams as well!!

This is a good book, good informational sections like "Care of client with a tube" Book is outline form, with "pyramid points" that the publishers think are the crucial elements to understand. I would buy this book again if I had to go through nursing school again, BUT! the CD crashes on me everytime I try to complete a long comprehensive exam, WHICH IS VERY FRUSTRATING! And my faulty CD isn't an isolated incident, a few other students have had the same problem. The Book gets 4 stars the CD gets 1 star because it crashes. If you want to pass your board buy this book, buy Mosby's Book by Mary O. Eyles, use both CDs, take a month off work, study full time and you're almost guaranteed to pass the NCLEX. BTW the Mosby's Book and CD are better than this book (ie no crashes) but this book has some good info the Mosby's doesn't. If you can buy only one book, buy the Mosby's.

This book was definitely the book that did it for me. I have bought many books and nothing prepared me better than this book and complementary CD. I think you will be pleased at how confident you feel after reading and doing the exercises. It was easy to understand and easy to read a chapter a day. I not only found it easy but enjoyable because of the way the material was written. It also contained a lot of test taking tips that really gave me confidence. Try it you will not be
disappointed.
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